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Abstract

We present an approach for controlling access to data
publishers in the framework of Web-based information
services. The paper presents a model for enforcing
access control regulations, an XML core schema and
namespace for expressing such regulations, and illus-
trate the architecture ofAccess Control Unit(ACU), an
autonomous software component based on the proposed
model. Besides “standard” authorizations, the ACU
supports authorizations based on user profiles anddy-
namicconditions whose outcome is determined by user
actions such as the acceptance of a written agreement
and/or payment.

1 Introduction

Many financial, industrial, and banking operations
worldwide use the World Wide Web for distributing in-
formation in the form of structured or semi-structured
data, available for download and/or for remote analy-
sis and graphical representation. Such Web-based inter-
change of information is regarded as a key activity by
data producersin the private as well as in public sectors
(e.g., government agencies and research institutions). In
the past, each data producer made its own data avail-
able for external release. Today, innovativeWeb-based
information servicesare being developed where produc-
ers exploit the mediation of information brokers, called
data publishers, which use the Web to collect and dis-
tribute data from various data producers. For instance, a
data producer could make available a survey under the
condition that it must be accessible only for research
purposes or by academic institutions. Additional pro-
tection requirements could also be specified by the data
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publisher (e.g., privacy or law regulations specific to the
country where it operates). This layered scenario poses
an entirely new set of challenges to access control sys-
tems. Some of the main requirements are discussed be-
low.

Interchangeable policy format Data producers need
to specify protection requirements on the data they
make available using a format both human- and
machine-readable, easy to inspect and interchange.
This format should be simple to complement and
check on the part of data publishers for being com-
pliant with externally defined regulations; also, it
should be simple enough to be readily understood
by non-specialists.

Interactive enforcement The traditional access control
process operates in two phases: anevaluation
phase evaluates the access policy and makes a de-
cision, and anenforcementphase applies the deci-
sion. In Web-based information services, enforcing
often requires more than just granting or denying
an action. Rather than providing a simple yes or
no decision, enforcement should provide a way of
interactively evaluate the satisfaction of access re-
strictions, possibly managing complex user interac-
tions such as the acceptance of written agreements
and/or on-line payment for each report. Web-based
systems should then guide users in acquiring the
permission to obtain the desired data/services. To
this end, the system should support conditions—
called dynamic—that can be made true at access
control time (e.g., by filling in a form or by signing
an agreement).

Metadata support Semi-structured metadata formats
are increasingly important for Web-based services,
and are at the basis of the ongoing Semantic Web
initiative of the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) (http://www.w3.org/2001/sw).



While traditionally important for information dis-
covery and retrieval in a networked environment,
metadata can also be exploited to provide access
control by selectively releasing data based on
conditions on their metadata.

Scalability Finally, access control systems for Web-
based services must be scalable, as the availability
of on-line subscriptions means that user communi-
ties may grow without warning. To achieve scala-
bility, the access control enforcement functionality
must be cleanly separated by the storage and pub-
lishing systems and easily integrated in a variety of
server environments.Component-basedsoftware
architectures offer a well-understood solution to the
integration problem.

This change in paradigms and requirements has also
been noted by other researches and several approaches
have been proposed presenting access control mod-
els and systems with enriched functionalities. Among
this, [9] presenting a uniform framework for the spec-
ification of multiple access control policies, [8] focus-
ing on the protection of semistructured data sources in
the form of XML documents, [4, 15] proposing access
control based on digital certificates, [3] proposing an
algebra for defining access control policies from au-
tonomous and independent components, [10] introduc-
ing provisional-based access control where granting of
requests may depend on the execution (by the system or
the user) or specific operations. All these proposals fo-
cus on specific aspects with which access control should
be enriched and present general solutions. In this pa-
per, we present a complete model, and related language,
that attempts to cover the need for enriched function-
alities within the context of Web-based data dissemina-
tion. The model has been conceived within the context
of the EU funded FASTER project, whose aim is the
development of a system for making information main-
tained at national archives selectively available to the ex-
ternal world. Gathered requirements and proposed so-
lutions have been therefore guided by the actual needs
of the project’ partners, which as we will see do reflect
the need of many similar institutions and scenarios. In
particular, our model supports access rules that allow
reference of properties of the requester or the data be-
ing accessed; this allows the convenient specification of
regulations where the ability to access data depends on
characteristics that cannot be modeled (as traditionally
done) through user or data groups, possibly because of
their dynamic nature. Also, our model supports dynamic
conditions (such as agreement acceptance, or payment)
that can be brought to satisfaction at run time by inter-
acting with the user. The model is therefore not bound to
producing a yes/no decisions to access requests but can

handle more dynamic situations. Also, the model sup-
ports both necessary and sufficient conditions for access
(recalling rules used in the paper world practice) in the
form of authorization and restrictions in the language.
Another noticeable aspect of our proposal, coupled with
the expressiveness discussed, is the simplicity of the ac-
cess control language. The language provides expres-
siveness and simplicity by adopting semistructured data
formats for information representation and by using few
reserved identifiers for referring to request parameters,
without the need of introducing and managing variables
in the language. Our system is based on a flexible
model and language expressed via an XML Schema and
namespace (http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema),
in line with the ongoing standardization effort toward
XML-based languages for access control.1 A prelimi-
nary version of our model appeared in [2]. In this paper,
we extend the model with the consideration of “dynamic
conditions” and present an XML-based language for ex-
pressing protection requirements. We also describe a
component-based approach toward the design and de-
velopment of anAccess Control Unit(ACU) based on
the proposed model.

2 Elements of the access control model

The development of an access control model requires
the characterization of entities to be protected (autho-
rization objects), the entities against which access must
be controlled (authorization subjects), and the opera-
tions that subjects can request on objects (actions).

2.1 Objects: Datasets and metadata

In our model, authorization objects are both datasets
and metadata. Datasets can be any kind of data units
(e.g., tagged documents, reports, or tables) collected
from data publishers for distribution, and can be orga-
nized in abstractions defining groups of datasets that can
be collectively referred to with a given name. Groups
may reflect the file system organization in directo-
ries and/or orthogonal abstractions defined by group-
ing datasets with common characteristics. Datasets and
groups thereof define a partial order that naturally in-
troduces a hierarchy [9]. Figure 1 illustrates an exam-
ple of dataset hierarchyDH, where for simplicity single
datasets are omitted and only the groups of datasets are
reported. The hierarchy, whose rootData groups all
datasets in the system, distinguishes between datasets
from national surveys and datasets from foreign surveys

1This effort recently brought to the announcement of
a new Technical Committee in the framework of OASIS
(http://www.oasis.org) aimed at the definition of a stan-
dard XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language).
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Figure 1. An example of dataset (DH) and
metadata (MDH) hierarchies

and, within the latter, between datasets containing publi-
cally available information and datasets whose released
should be regulated.

Besides actual datasets, each data publisher possibly
maintains a collection ofmetadata. Metadata are usu-
ally not part of the dataset content; rather, they provide
additional information on datasets that can be provided
to users, and may be of help in searching for specific
data. For instance, metadata may report the name of the
statistical agency releasing a dataset and how and when
a dataset was obtained. Several standards have been
proposed for interoperable metadata interchange in the
digital libraries domain (e.g., Z39.50, Dublin core, and
RDF [6]). To make our approach generally applicable
we do not make any assumption on the metadata format.
In our model, metadata can be in the form of textual or
semistructured documents (e.g., XML [1] or DDI [12]).
No hierarchy is explicitly defined on metadata. How-
ever, the dataset hierarchy implicitly defines a metadata
hierarchyMDH (see Figure 1). A bijective function
META() makes the association between a dataset (or a
group thereof) and its metadata (or the group of them).
For instance, given datasetd1 and groupNational-
Survey, function META(d1) returns the metadata as-
sociated withd1; functionMETA(NationalSurvey)
returns the set of metadata documents associated with
the datasets inNationalSurvey. A metadata doc-
ument can then be referenced either through its identi-
fier or, via functionMETA, through the identifier of the
dataset with which it is associated.

For metadata browsing as well as for the evaluation
of conditions that may determine whether or not a given
access to datasets can be allowed, it is useful to evaluate
the content of metadata. While for textual metadata,
we limit the granularity to the whole document, for
semistructured documents, we allow reference to finer
grained content at the level of properties. In this way,
we can specify, for example, a protection requirement

�?xml version=’1.0’?�
�codeBook�

�docDscr DataID="DATASET01" link="http://.../"�
�citation�

�titlStmt�
�title�The EU Referendum Study�/title�

�/titlStmt�
�prodStmt�

�producer�NSSDS�/producer�
�prodDate�10-06-2000�/prodDate�
�prodDate�05-09-2001�/prodDate�
�prodPlac�NSD Bergen�/prodPlac�

�/prodStmt�
�/citation�
�docSrc DocSrcID="DOC003" link="http://.../"�

�citation�
�titlStmt�

�title�ISS-Rapport nr. 45,� � ��/title�
�/titlStmt�
�distStmt�

�distrbtr abbr="NSSDS"�
Norwegian Social Science Data Service

�/distrbtr�
�depositr affiliation="ISS"�

Department of Sociology and Political Science
�/depositr�

�/distStmt�
�/citation�

�/docSrc�
� � � � � �

�/docDscr�
�/codeBook�

Figure 2. An example of a portion of an
XML metadata document

stating that a subject can access all datasets produced in
the current year, where the production year is a property
specified in the metadata associated with datasets.
Properties (elements and attributes, in the XML termi-
nology) are referenced by means ofpath expressions
written, for example, with the XPath language [16].
Since semistructured documents are usually modeled
by means of tree structures [1], a path expression
������ � � � ��� on a document tree can be seen as a se-
quence of node labels�� representing a path in the tree.
To illustrate, consider the portion of XML metadata doc-
ument associated with datasetDATASET01 illustrated
in Figure 2; it includes information about a compara-
tive study of European referendums. Path expression
META(DATASET01)/codebook/docDscr/citation/
titlStmt/title identifies the title (“The EU Refer-
endum Study”) of the study with which the considered
metadata document is associated.

2.2 Actions

Both datasets and their metadata can be accessed by
remote subjects via different actions. Flexibly express-
ing and enforcing authorizations on such actions con-
stitute the main functional requirements for our system.
Flexibility is particularly important as actions supported
by a specific distribution service may of course vary, de-



pending on the nature of the service. Actions can be
grouped into classes. For instance, possible classes are
the following:

� Browsemetadata associated with datasets. With
the browse facility, users can navigate through the
metadata to choose the actual dataset they are inter-
ested in.

� Analyze-on-linedatasets. On-line analysis includes
a set of pre-defined data analysis operations. Avail-
able operations may include graphic representation
and in general will vary depending on the kind of
dataset under consideration.

� Downloaddata from the server. Downloading al-
lows users to save whole datasets on their local ma-
chine in order to use off-line tools for data analysis.

Further abstractions can also be defined on actions, spe-
cializing actions or grouping them in sets. For instance,
the three classes above can all be grouped in a set called
Access and thus referred to as one.

2.3 Subjects

Traditional access control models characterize sub-
jects by means of theiridentities, which are used as a
basis for specifying access restrictions. However, often
the decision of whether some data may or may not be
released does not depend only on the requester but also
on what she intends to do with the data being requested.
Use-basedaccess restrictions are seldom supported in
current access control systems; still, they appear to be
one of the requirements that should be addressed in data
dissemination [13]. By analyzing current practices at the
data publishers consulted, we have identified two dif-
ferent ways in which the use can be defined:purpose
andproject. A purpose represents the reason for which
data are being requested and will be used;statisti-
cal,educational, andscientific are examples
of purposes. A project is a named activity registered at
the server that may have one or more purposes and for
which different users can be subscribed. For instance, a
financial agency involved in a consultancy project for a
customer can register the project to the archive so that all
its employees working on it can enjoy their employer’s
privileges for accessing data.

Consequently, in our model, each subject submitting
access requests to the data publisher is characterized
by a triple of the form�userid,purpose,project�,
whereuserid is the login with which the user has con-
nected to the system,purpose and/orproject are
the reasons for which the specific access is requested,
that is, the intended use of the data. Note that one or

more elements within the subject triple may remain un-
specified, denoted “”. This may happen, for example, in
the case of requests from anonymous users or for which
the user does not specify the intended use (in terms of
project or purpose) of the data requested.

Access requests are then characterized by a
subject triple, the action requested, and the ob-
ject on which the action is requested. For instance,
�john.doe,commercial,TokyoStockExchange�,
download,dataset1 defines a request by user
john.doe to download dataset1 for commer-
cial purposes within theTokyoStockExchange
project.

To ease the specification and management of access
restrictions, our model supports the definition of ab-
stractions within the domains of users, projects, as well
as purposes. Intuitively, abstractions allow the group-
ing of entities with common characteristics (e.g., all the
projects registered by a given organization or all the
projects with commercial goals) and the reference to the
whole group with a name. With reference to the user
domain, abstractions allow the definition of groups, rep-
resenting named sets of users, as usually supported in
current access control systems [5, 9]. At a very high
level, groups can distinguish the different communi-
ties of users who may need access to a data archive,
such as: academic community, policy making commu-
nity, mass media community, and commercial commu-
nity. Specializing these communities, we can obtain
finer grained or orthogonal classifications of the users.
Users together with their groups, projects together with
their categories, and purposes with their abstractions de-
fine a partial order on the three domains (users, projects,
and purposes). Such a partial order introduces a hierar-
chy [9], which is essentially an acyclic graph, on each
domain. Figure 3 illustrates an example of user-group
(UGH), project (PRH), and purpose (PUH) hierarchies,
respectively. Again, for the sake of simplicity, leaf nodes
(corresponding to individual users, projects, and pur-
poses) are omitted. As we shall see in the sequel, au-
thorization subjects are triples on the Cartesian product
of the sets in the three hierarchies. This permits, for ex-
ample, to state that a group of users can access a dataset
for a specific purpose, or that a single user can access a
dataset for a set of purposes.

In our system, a server recognizes only locally reg-
istered users and projects. Each user and project is as-
signed an unique identifier that allows the server to re-
fer to the user (project, resp.). Besides their identifiers,
users and projects registered at the server usually have
other properties associated with them. For instance, a
user may have properties such as name, address, and
occupation; a project may have properties such as ti-
tle, abstract, and sponsor. To capture these properties
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Figure 3. An example of user-group (UGH), project (PRH), and purpose (PUH) hierarchies

we assume each user and project is associated with a
profile [2]. Intuitively, profiles are to users and projects
what metadata are to datasets. Profiles can be modeled
as semi-structured documents (XML or RDF like [1]).
Profiles results very convenient for the support of ac-
cess restrictions based on properties the requester en-
joys which cannot be represented through user groups
because of manageability, or because of their dynamic
nature.

3 Access control language

We now illustrate the access control rules by which
data publishers can specify access regulations to be en-
forced on the data. We start by introducing the compo-
nents of the rules. We then give their syntax, in XML
format, and their semantics.

3.1 Components of the access control rules

Access control rules specify the permis-
sions/restrictions to be enforced. Rules, whose format
and semantics will be discussed in the next section, are
specified by defining the following components:

� subject expressiondefines the set of subjects to
which the rule applies (i.e., whose requests are reg-
ulated by the rule);

� object expressiondefines the set of objects to which
the rule applies (i.e., requests to access which are
regulated by the rule)

� actiondefines the actions to which the rule applies
(with the other two components it completely char-
acterizes the requests to which the rule applies)

� condition defines conditions imposed by the rule
for the access (and whose satisfaction - or lack of -
can imply granting or denying of the requests, de-
pending on the kind of rules)

The action field in a rule simply specifies the name of
an operation or of an abstraction thereof (where rules
specified on an abstraction apply to all actions in it).

Subjects and objects can also be specified simply by
stating an identifier, specifying a given elementary en-
tity in the corresponding domain, or a named abstrac-
tion of entities. Moreover, to provide expressiveness and
flexibility, our language also allows the specification of
subjects and objects through expressions, where each
expression identifies a set of subjects (objects, resp.)
that satisfy specific properties. Expressions can make
use of the reserved identifiersuser, project, purpose,
dataset, andmetadata to refer to the user, project, pur-
pose, dataset, and metadata, respectively. The use of re-
served identifiers gives our language the expressiveness
we look for without the need of introducing variables
in the authorization language [9]. More precisely, the
appearance on one of such identifiers (e.g.,purpose) in
an expression is bounded with the actual parameters of
the request (e.g., the purpose specified by the user re-
questing access) in the evaluation at access control time.
Object and subject expressions are characterized as il-
lustrated in the following.

3.1.1 Object expressions

An object expression identifies the set of objects to
which the rule applies and has the form:

�objexpr�
�objid id="object-id"/�
�WITH� �condition� cond-expr�/condition� �/WITH�

�/objexpr�

whereobject-id is either the identifier of a dataset (or
group of datasets) or the identifier of a metadata doc-
ument (or group of them) with possibly associated an
XPath expression identifying portions of the document;
cond-expris a boolean formula of conditions that can
evaluate membership of the object in groups or values
of properties on metadata. Conditional expressions on
metadata make it possible to define access rules applica-
ble only to datasets whose metadata satisfy some condi-
tions. ElementWITH is optional and can be omitted. As
an example, consider the following object expression.

�objexpr�
�objid id="NationalSurvey"/�
�WITH�

�condition�
META(dataset)/producer=StatisticalNationalAgency

�/condition�
�/WITH�

�/objexpr�



It denotes all datasets in theNationalSurvey group
that are produced by “Statistical National Agency”
(producer is a meta-property). Given the richness of
the metadata usually supported, this can provides a pow-
erful and convenient way to specify access rules [7]. For
instance, it allows the enforcement of embargo restric-
tions, where only datasets collected before a given year
can be released (a restriction that can be imposed via a
simple condition on the metadata).

3.1.2 Subject expressions

A subject expression identifies a set of subjects depend-
ing on whether they satisfy or not certain conditions. It
has the form:

�sbjexpr�
�userid id="user-id"/�
�OF PROJECTS id="project-id"/�
�FOR PURPOSES id="purpose-id"/�
�WITH� �condition� cond-expr�/condition� �/WITH�

�/sbjexpr�

whereuser-id, project-id, andpurpose-idare the user,
project, and purpose identifiers, respectively, andcond-
expr is a boolean formula of terms that can evaluate the
user’s profile, or the project’s profile. Conditional ex-
pressions can make reference to user, project, and pur-
pose involved in the current request by means of the re-
served identifiersuser, project, andpurpose, respec-
tively. ElementsOF PROJECTS,FOR PURPOSES, and
WITH are optional and can be omitted. For instance,
subject expression

�sbjexpr�
�userid id="Academic-Community"/�
�FOR PURPOSES id="Scientific"/�
�WITH�

�condition� project/sponsor=EC �/condition�
�/WITH�

�/sbjexpr�

characterizes users belonging to groupAcademic-
Community that intend to use the data for scientific
purposes within an EC funded project.

3.1.3 Conditions

Besides subjects, objects, and actions, access control
rules can specifyconditionsdefining constraints that the
rule requires be satisfied for the request to be granted.
A condition is simply specified as an elementcondi-
tion whose textual content can include two kinds of
conditions:static anddynamic. Static conditions eval-
uate membership of subjects and objects into classes
or properties in their profiles and associated metadata.
These are conditions similar to those appearing in sub-
ject and object conditional expressions, but which may
need to be stated separately (as it will be clear in the next
subsection). Dynamic conditions are constraints that
can be brought to satisfactions at run-time processing

of the request. Dynamic conditions require attachment
to procedural calls that execute the necessary actions to
bring the condition to satisfaction. Those conditions are
usually related to agreement acceptance (which can be
as simple as clicking an ‘ok’ button on a pop up win-
dow), payment fulfillment, registration, or form filling
and are represented by non-arithmetic predicates, called
dynamic predicates. Examples of dynamic predicates
are illustrated in Figure 4.

3.2 Semantics and format of the rules

Having illustrated the different components of the
rules, we now illustate the rule syntax and semantics.
Our model supports two different types of access control
rules: authorizationsandrestrictions. An authorization
specifies a permission for the access and is of the form:

�authorization�
�sbjexpr� � � � � � � �/sbjexpr�
�CAN/�
�action type="action"/�
�objexpr� � � � � � � �/objexpr�
�IF� �condition� � � � � � � �/condition� �/IF�

�/authorization�

where elementssbjexpr, action, and objexpr
identify the requests to which the authorization applies,
andIF is an optional element that includes a boolean
expression of conditions (elementcondition) whose
satisfaction authorizes the access. Usually, the condi-
tional part of authorizations contains only dynamic con-
ditions (static conditions can be included in the expres-
sions specifying thesubjectsandobjectfor the rule). An
access request is considered to be authorized if at least
one of the authorizations that applies to the request is
satisfied.

A restriction specifies requirements thatmustbe sat-
isfied for an access to be granted and is of the form:

�restriction�
�sbjexpr� � � � � � � �/sbjexpr�
�CAN/�
�action type="action"/�
�objexpr� � � � � � � �/objexpr�
�ONLY IF� �condition�� � ��/condition� �/ONLY IF�

�/restriction�

where elementssbjexpr, action, and objexpr
identify the requests to which the restriction applies,
andONLY IF is an element that includes a boolean ex-
pression of conditions (elementcondition) that ev-
ery request to which the restriction applies must sat-
isfy. Lack by failure implies that the request will be
denied. Elementcondition can contain both static
and dynamic conditions. Unlike for authorizations, in
fact static conditions cannot be all incorporated in the
subject and object expressions of the rules as this would
change the semantics of the restrictions. While static
conditions appearing in thecondition element im-
pose constraints that if not satisfied imply that the access



agreement(id,�) checks if userid has accepted agreement�, and if not presents the user with the agreement. It returns
true if the agreement has been accepted.

payment(id�,id�) checks if userid� has paid to access objectid�, and if not starts the payment procedure for the user.
It returns true if the user had paid or the payment procedure completes successfully.

register user(id) check if projectid is registered, and if not starts the registration procedure for the user. It returns true
if the user was registered or the registration has been successfully completed.

register project(id) check if projectid is registered, and if not starts the registration procedure for the project. It returns
true if the project was registered or the registration has been successfully completed.

fill in form(id,form) checks if userid has filled in formform, and if not presents it to the user. It returns true if the user
has filled the form.

Figure 4. Predicates for dynamic conditions

should be denied, static conditions in theWITH element
child of elementsbjexpr (objexpr, resp.) simply
limit the requests to which the restriction is applica-
ble. As an example, notice the difference between state-
ments like “Users can access data1only if they are non-
commercial and sign an agreement” and “Users who are
non-commercial can access data1only if they sign an
agreement”. While the first rule prohibits access to com-
mercial users, the second rule does not.

Intuitively, authorizations correspond to traditional
(positive) rules usually enforced in access control sys-
tems [11]. If multiple authorizations are applicable to a
given access request, the request can be granted only if
the conditions in at least one authorization are satisfied.
Therefore, lack by failure simply makes the authoriza-
tion ineffective; but it does not imply that the access will
be denied. Intuitively, this means that different autho-
rizations are considered as combined in OR.
The only support of authorizations (traditional open pol-
icy) would yield limited results. As a matter of fact,
by looking at the specifications of several partners we
noticed that often access restrictions are stated in are-
strictive form, rather than in theinclusivepositive form
just mentioned. By restrictive form we mean rules that
state conditions thatmustbe satisfied for an access to
be granted and such that, if at least one condition is
not satisfied, the access should not be granted. For in-
stance, a rule can state that “access to dataset1 can be
allowedonly to citizens”. It is easy to see that such a re-
striction cannot be simply represented as an authoriza-
tion stating that citizens are authorized. In fact, while
the single authorization brings the desidered behavior,
its combination with other authorizations may not, lead-
ing theonly constraint to be not satisfied anymore. The
combined use of authorizations and restrictions easily
support both requirements: restrictions specify require-
ments of the exclusiveonly if form, while authoriza-
tions specify requirements in the traditional positiveif
form. Intuitively, restrictions play the same role as neg-
ative authorizations (denials) supported by recent access
control systems (a restriction is equivalent to a negative

authorization where the condition is negated). How-
ever, we decided to introduce restrictions as their for-
mat appears to be closer to the intuitive formulation of
protection requirements in the policies examined. Re-
strictions are also easier to understand because of the
clear separation between subjects to which a restriction
applies on the one side and necessary conditions that
these subjects must satify on the other side (which, in
traditional approaches, would be collapsed into a single
field [9]). Figure 5 illustrates some examples of protec-
tion requirements and corresponding ACU rules.2 The
first rule states that all users with anAcademic project
canaccess Restricted Datasets if they have
paid for the access. The second rule states thatAca-
demic users canaccess Restricted Datasets
if they have accepted the Standard Conditions Docu-
ment. Finally, the third rule states that all European
users candownload NationalSurvey only if the
surveys are marked as “downloadable”.

4 Access control

The discussion in the previous section already makes
clear how access control works. Given an access re-
quest, all authorizations and restrictions applicable to it
(i.e., for which the subject, object, and action of the re-
quest satisfy the corresponding expressions in the rules)
are evaluated and the request is granted if it satisfies the
conditions in all such restrictions and the conditions in at
least one authorization. Particular care must be reserved
in evaluating dynamic conditions: the system should not
fail if some (dynamic) conditions are not satisfied but
rather prompt them to the user to see whether they can
be brought to satisfaction. In this section, we illustrate
how dynamic conditions are dealt with. To fix ideas and
make the discussion clear, consider the access rules in
Figure 5. Consider an access request submitted by a Eu-
ropean user, member of theAcademic-Community
group, and with projectAcademic. Given this request,

2Namespace prefix declarations have been omitted for clarity.



�?xml version=’1.0’?�
�rules�

�!-- The user can access any restricted dataset if project isAcademic and
she has paid for the access--�

�authorization�
�sbjexpr�

�userid id="Users"/��OF PROJECTS id="Academic"/�
�/sbjexpr�
�CAN/�
�action type="Access"/�
�objexpr��objid id="RestrictedDatasets"/��/objexpr�
�IF� �condition� payment(user,Restricted Datasets)
�/condition� �/IF�

�/authorization�
�!-- Academic users can access datasets if it has been shown the

Standard Conditions Document--�
�authorization�

�sbjexpr��userid id="Academic-Community"/��/sbjexpr�
�CAN/�
�action type="Access"/�
�objexpr� �objectid id="Data"/� �/objexpr�
�IF�

�condition� agreement(user,SCD)�/condition�
�/IF�

�/authorization�
�!-- European citizens can download national surveys only if they are

marked as “downloadable”--�
�restriction�

�sbjexpr�
�userid id="Users"/�
�WITH�

�condition� user/citizenship="EU" �/condition�
�/WITH�

�/sbjexpr�
�CAN/�
�action type="download"/�
�objexpr� �objid id="NationalSurvey"/� �/objexpr�
�ONLY IF�

�condition�metadata/downloadable="yes"�/condition�
�/ONLY IF�

�/restriction�
�/rules�

Figure 5. An example of ACU rules

the system collects all the applicable rules, which are
all the rules in the figure, and combines their conditions
into one global condition�. More precisely,� is the
conjunction of all the “only if” conditions (from restric-
tions) ANDed with the disjunction of all the “if” condi-
tions (from authorizations). In this example� is:

�
�
�
�and

�
�
�
�or

metadata/downloadable="yes"

payment(user,Restricted Datasets) agreement(user,SCD)

�
��

����

�
�

�
�

The ACU simplifies � by evaluating its leaves
to true or false when possible; dynamic conditions
may evaluate to null. Then� is simplified us-
ing the usual boolean laws for true and false. In
this example, if “metadata/downloadable = yes” were
false, then� would be simplified to false, and ac-
cess would be denied; if “metadata/downloadable =
yes” were true and one of the dynamic predicates
were true then� would be simplified to true and
the requested file would be immediately downloaded.

Next suppose that “metadata/downloadable = yes”
is true while “payment(user,RestrictedDatasets)” and
“agreement(user,SCD)” arenull, meaning that the user
has not sign the Standard Conditions Document and has
not yet paid for restricted surveys. Then� is simplified
to: �

�
�
�or

payment(user,Restricted Datasets) agreement(user,SCD)

�
�

�
�

This condition—called theresidual condition—
cannot be further simplified and cannot be evaluated to
true. Therefore, the requested surveys cannot be imme-
diately downloaded. Intuitively, the user may perform
the requested operation if the residual condition is satis-
fied. To guide the user in this process, the access con-
trol unit passes the residual condition over to anAdvisor
module(see Section 5) that prompts the user with a dy-
namic page obtained from the residual condition. For
instance, with reference to our example the Advisor can
return to the user a message of the form:

To obtain the requested service it is necessary to:

� SIGN AN AGREEMENT OR

� PAY for this access.

The underlined words are hyperlinks pointing to fur-
ther dynamic pages for online agreement and payment.
Now the user may choose to give up or follow one or
more of the above links to complete the request.

In general, each dynamic predicate is associated with
a set of actions (triggered through the advisor as ex-
plained above) that may update the profile databases
(e.g., by recording that a certain agreement has been
signed, so that the same agreement needs not be pre-
sented again and again to the user) and/or notify the user
or other persons via e-mail messages. The latter are use-
ful for starting manual procedures, when required. After
action execution, dynamic predicate evaluation may re-
turn true (say, if the payment procedure concludes suc-
cessfully) or false (e.g., if a manual payment procedure
is needed; in this case the payment action can start the
payment process by prompting the user with all the in-
structions and notifying the administration via e-mail).

5 Specifications and Architectural Design

The model illustrated in this paper has been imple-
mented as the ACU component in the framework of
a complete Web-based three-tier application for con-
trolled dissemination of information as a result of the EU
funded FASTER project (www.faster-data.org).

The sequence diagram in Figure 6 illustrates the ba-
sic software modules that provide a coarse-grained in-
ternal decomposition of our ACU. The ACU wraps up



Figure 6. Internal operations of the ACU

entirely the computation of access permissions to indi-
vidual datasets, returning, for each request, the decision
of whether the access should be granted or denied. In-
ternally, the main steps are the following.

Request For convenience, we model the front-end reac-
tion to a dataset request as the creation of a transient
ACU Main object. ACU Main is nothing but a dis-
patcher that handles all communications required
to check permissions.

User Profile and Access Rule Identification The
ACU Main module interacts with theUser &
Project ManagerandCondition Manager, both of
which aredata mediators, encapsulating the in-
formation needed to identify the applicable access
rules (i.e., the user/groups and conditions/policies
databases, respectively). A fast access read-only
memory structure linking subjects to authorizations
is used for speed.

Final Decision Computation and Notification After
getting from the mediators the available data about
the access rules that apply to the requester, the
ACU computes the final decision granting or negat-
ing access. If conditions for the required access are
already true, access is permitted immediately, and
no dialogue is triggered. If none of the specified
conditions that might grant the requested access
can be fulfilled, then no dialogue is triggered, and
access is denied. Otherwise, delegation to the
Advisormodule controlling dialog with the user is
triggered.

User Dialogue The dialogue is controlled by the Advi-
sor module according to the access policy in force.

If some of the specified conditions can be fulfilled,
for example, by signing an agreement or by authen-
ticating the user, then the Advisor uses theUser
Dialog module to prompt the requester with the ac-
tions that would result in the required access. The
User Dialog module encapsulates all the user in-
terface resources (bitmaps, buttons, windows, and
so on) required during user interaction. Once the
needed information has been collected, the user
profile is updated and a final access decision is de-
termined. If access is to be granted (the user has ex-
ecuted all the required actions) control is passed to
the externalStatistical Disclosure Control(SDC),
which will return to the requester the properly san-
itized view of the data.3

6 Conclusions

We have presented the architecture of theAccess
Control Unit (ACU), an autonomous software compo-
nent offering interfaces for controlling access to data
archives in the framework of Web-based information
services. The software design of our component makes
it suitable for server-side integration in a variety of Web-
based architectures for information dissemination. A
prototype implementation based on a Java servlet is cur-
rently available. Our prototype runs under Windows
NT/IIS4.0 with the servlet engineJRUN. Future work
includes extending the approach to the consideration of
digital certificates.
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